Abstract:
On product development capabilities, many researchers argue the development stages of early Japanese and Korean manufacturing industry could be summed up as ‘from imitation to innovation’. But, will Chinese manufacturers follow the same product innovation development path? This paper aims to identify the Chinese SMEs’ unique product innovation development stages. Specifically, this paper addresses one key research question i.e. what are the unique Chinese SMEs product innovation development stages? The results identified that Chinese SMEs’ product innovation development can be categorized into three unique stages that are distinguished from the Japanese and South Korean path. The results provided interesting insights into how SMEs in different industries cultivated their skills and knowledge under their unique innovation development stages. This study contributes to the SMEs literature especially on the product innovation development stages in China, and other developing countries.
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1. INTRODUCTION

China, as one of the oldest civilizations in the world, has made many contributions in terms of new product inventions. For example, dating back to thousands of years ago, Chinese ancient scientists invented "The Four Great Invention", i.e. gunpowder, compass, paper-making, and printing. However, most foreigners still see China as a 'duplicative imitation' country. The label “Made in China” can be generally associated as products with the characteristics of cheap and poor quality. In order to change this common stereotype and enhance the sustainable competitiveness of Chinese products in the global market, the Chinese government is transforming itself from “Made in China” to “Design in China” by establishing many initiatives to boost innovation capabilities.

Nonetheless, based on the data from the Chinese statistics year book (2011), about 60% of Chinese SMEs would shut down within the first five years, and only 10% of SMEs can operate over ten years. Such phenomenon demonstrates the common problems face by most Chinese SMEs when come to product innovation i.e lack of sufficient technological capabilities and capital support (Radas and Bozic, 2009). Thus, how to boost innovation capabilities have become the primary goal for both Chinese government and SMEs owners.

In the case of SMEs' product innovation, many studies have indicated that SMEs can make large contributions to national economic growth by carrying out effective product innovation activities. However, compared to large firms, lack of resources is the main constraint. (Radas and Bozic, 2009). So far, limited studies have investigated the SMEs' product innovation development stages in developing countries such as China. In particular, the approaches that enhance product innovation performance. Moreover, most studies just simply describe China's product innovation development stages as from imitation to innovation or equal it to the early Japanese and Korean manufacturing development stages. As a result, the product innovation development stages for Chinese SMEs are underexplored.

Clearly, knowing how to improve product innovation performance is critical for Chinese SMEs in today’s intense competitive market. Kim (2001) stated that a good understanding of current product innovation development stages is critical for SMEs. Thus, Chinese SMEs face two key questions: what are the product innovation development stages they could emulate? And what are the determinants to help them to progress in various development stages? In order to answer these questions, this research strives to identify the product innovation development stages for Chinese SMEs.

2. BARRIERS TO PRODUCT INNOVATION FOR SMES

Several scholars indicated a number of factors which may adversely contribute to SMEs new product development capabilities. Firstly, Li and Atuahene-Gima (2001) argued that product innovation can be a high risk and resource consuming activity. In general, the resource constraints that SMEs are suffering can be divided into four categories: Financial resources, Marketing and Management, Human resources and Knowledge (Kim, 1997; Ragatz et al. 1997; Hadjimanolis, 1999; Freel, 2000; Henard and Dacin, 2010). Freel (2000) argues that the majority of SMEs are directly or indirectly affected by shortages of financial resources. Without the sufficient capital support, many SMEs may shrink back, afraid of attempting to carry out new product development again if they have a failed experience previously (Hadjimanolis, 1999). Also, Dacin (2010) stated that although many SMEs have a detailed product innovation plan, high setup cost, high monitoring cost and long payback period usually slow down their strides to new product R&D.

Secondly, apart from the influence of capital requirement, poor management competency and lack of market information can also negatively impact SMEs on their new product development capabilities (Ragatz et al. 1997). Management competency, in other words, refer to a manager’s background such as relevant career experience and educational background. Barker and Mueller (2002) pointed out both managers' previous work experience and educational background has a significant impact on corporate new product R&D decisions. For example, a manager with rich work experience and higher education may be more likely to adopt innovative activities, and vice versa. With respect to Marketing, Moenaeert and Souder (1990) stated firms can be constrained in new product R&D as they were unable to obtain sufficient information from marketplace.
Thirdly, nowadays lacking high technically qualified personnel seems to be a common problem for most SMEs (Freel, 2000). In contrast to large firms, SMEs with insufficient capital may not be able to afford high wages to attract experienced management team or high qualified workers. However, such human resources are critical for implementing successful innovation, especially at the beginning of new product development (Dacin, 2010). Finally, the poor technological capability also inhibits SMEs’ new product development. Prior researches argue that technological capability can be affected by two major factors: Absorptive Capacity and Collaborative Network (Kim, 1997; Zahra and George 2002; Zeng et al. 2010).

In a survey of Belgian SMES, Lybaert (1998) found that firms with higher capability in searching and absorbing external knowledge were more optimistic to adopt product innovation. On the other hand, in the absence of sufficient high qualified labour, most SMEs cannot well assimilate external knowledge nor apply it into product innovation. Likewise, SMEs is more likely to rely on interfirm cooperation rather than on horizontal collaborations such as cooperation with government, research institutions and intermediary organisations (Zeng, et al. 2010). However, such horizontal collaboration is gradually becoming the key element to successful product innovation (Godin and Gingras, 2000).

Many existing studies indicated that government intervention was a driven force which direct SMEs’ product performance in China (Li, 1998). Anderson (2001) stated the role of SMEs in China have been expanding in the changing socio-political environment. Some scholars indicated that the performance of product innovation activities of SMEs was determined by the government R&D expenditure. Due to the characteristics of SMEs, such as small firm size and the ability of fast response to market trends, SMEs are capable to carry out more efficient new product development than large firms (Tan, 2001). Recently, Chinese SMEs increasingly recognize that they need to enhance their ability to develop new products and differentiate their own brands from competitors (Siu, 2001). Further, some researchers point out that several Chinese SMEs have successfully grasped such opportunity and transformed into large enterprises that generate their particular brands (Wang and Yao, 2002).

Siu (1995) pointed out that due to capitalism practitioners like privately-owned business in a socialist nation, privately-owned SMEs in China were not socially acknowledged in the past. Under such environment, Chinese SMEs had to implement other ownership structures to achieve legitimacy such as joint venture, small individual enterprises and collective enterprise (Malik, 1997). As such unclear ownership structures have been continuing to the present, Chinese SMEs have to rely on informal channels to obtain loans (Wang and Yao, 2002). Simultaneously, they further indicate that Chinese SMEs depend on local governments to obtain land or buildings in order to save costs. Due to limited resource, Chinese SMEs have to establish links with other firms, such as collaborating with research organisations, building joint ventures with foreign firms, supplying basic components or services to large firms, and collaborating with other SMEs in order to broaden their technological knowledge base for product innovation (Liefner et al. 2006). Many scholars further noted that Chinese SMEs tend to imitate or copy others product design in order to overcome the resource limitation and reduce the cost of product development (references. Because you mentioned many scholars here).

3. PRODUCT INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT STAGES

Many researchers argue that “product innovation development stages” refers to the learning sequence from assimilation and accumulation of knowledge or skills to transforming the technological capability into new products. Many scholars conceptualise this term as the process from imitation to innovation (Choi, 1989; Segerstrom, 1991; Kim, 1997). With respect of the role of imitation in terms of product innovation, a vast number of researchers believe that imitation can bring a positive significant impact on many areas. For instance, imitation can be an evolutionary approach (for example, Abernathy and Utterback, 1978; Nelson and Winter, 1982; Dosi, 1982), imitation contributes to a firm’s product development (for example, Teece, 1986) and imitation may enhance a firm’s competition position on the perspective of inventors’ return on profit (for example, Bessen and Maskin, 2009). However, Aghion et al. (2001) argue differently i.e. excessive imitations can result in adverse effects on corporate growth. They further noting that imitation has minimal beneficial to enhancing growth.

On product innovation capabilities, many researchers argue the development stages of early Japanese and Korean manufacturing industry could be summed up as ‘from imitation to innovation’. But, will Chinese manufacturers follow the same product innovation development path taken by the
Japanese and South Korean? The following sections investigate and compare the product innovation development stages in Japan, Korea, and China.

3.1. Product innovation development stages in Japan

Interestingly, many researchers argue the Japanese learning flow can be dated back to 15th century in Japan, a sword master named Miyamoto Musashi stated that learning process can be divided into three stages and proposed a concept of Shu-Ha-Ri (守破離) in his book (See Figure 1). Till now, the concept of “obedience-breakdown-breakaway” has impacted many generations in Japan. First of all, the students should learn the old traditional forms and faithfully obey them. Secondly, once the students are able to master the skills proficiently, they should break down the old one gradually. Finally the students would break away from the tradition to create new forms (Proctor and Tan and Fuse, 2004). After the Second World War, Japanese manufacturing industry grew at an incredible speed. Many researchers paid attention on Japan’s success from the perspective of the traditional learning process of Shu-Ha-Ri (Hirono, 1986; Cross, 1990; Bowonder and Miyake, 1992). Many earlier innovation literature pointed out that when a Japanese entrepreneur gained the knowledge from the front lines of technologies and develop a new product; the others would imitate his product and learn from it. However, it is more than just a simple imitation. During the process of imitation, Japanese firms will select and master the useful skills independently, while improving and transforming the basic technologies into new products. For example, Toyota as the largest automobile manufacturer in the world was not a product innovator when it was established in the early 1930s. They used to be a follower of Ford (e.g. imitate the expertise for the electrical systems). However, Toyota subsequently improved the technologies to innovate new products and outperformed Ford. (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). The majority of Japanese firms believe that once they can completely utilize the new knowledge which absorbed from others, their desire would reach a higher level of innovating them (Imai et al., 1985).

Figure 1: Shu-Ha-Ri (obedience-breakdown-breakaway) Japanese learning sequence

3.2. Product innovation development stages in South Korea

Coincidently, South Korea has successfully managed her progress of innovation stages from a subsistent agricultural economy to a newly industrialized country during the past forty years (Kim, 1997). Kim further stated that the South Korean economy grew at an average annual rate of 8 percent while increasing its GNP per capita from $87 to $10,550 during the period between 1962 and 1997. There is no doubt that South Korea had become an advanced industrial economy in Asia after the emergence of Japan. Kim (1997) highlighted that the major success factor to South Korea’s fast industrialization can be attributed to the accumulation of technology capability. In the case of South Korea’s transformation, technology capability can be defined as the ability to effectively absorb, utilize and change external knowledge in order to either improve existing product or create new technologies to meet the fast-changing business environment. Further, Kim (2001) revealed South Korea’s industrialisation had undergone three stages, which are duplicative imitation stage, creative imitation stage and innovation stage. (See Figure 2)

Figure 2: South Korean product innovation development stages

Kim (2001) also underlined the most critical determinants for each stage in duplicative imitation i.e. South Korean firms build their knowledge-building mechanisms through the way of employees training, foreign technology transfer and the diffusion of new knowledge among all the technical workers across the companies. South Korean companies strived to obtain advanced technologies through either formal mechanisms such as technical licensing agreements or informal mechanisms such as literature and technical assistance under the premise of existing knowledge base. Then, in the stage of creative imitation, South Korean firms attempted to reach a higher level to slightly improve their product value.
on the base of the preceding stage. They started to cooperate with local universities and research institutions, while fostering technical talents, carrying out internal technology research & development, building strategic alliance with foreign companies. Eventually, the South Korean entrepreneurs made major shift from imitating advanced technologies to emerging innovation technologies by themselves. After experiencing the preceding two stages, the entrepreneurs realized a series of activities may contribute to corporate innovation such as more intense investment in internal R&D, strengthen collaborations with universities and research institution and absorb high-quality experienced technicians from overseas. In short, the South Korean firms are more outgoing in terms of building capabilities, i.e. more collaboration with institutions and foreign collaborations, whilst Japanese tends to focus on building their own national internal capabilities.

3.3. Chinese SMEs’ catch up: Different product innovation development stages

As stated above, it is apparent that both Japan and South Korea have achieved industrialisation step-by-step through their progress of innovation stages. Many Chinese entrepreneurs may ask: “should we follow Japanese and South Korean firms’ track to carry out product innovation activities from imitation to innovation?” In essence, China’s product innovation program started in 2006. Chinese government proposed the plan called the “11th Five-Year Program”, striving to promote technological capability across the whole country in order to maintain a sustainable growth in the future. Further, the authorities also stated that they would transform their strategic importance to accelerate the development of science, technology and education for building an innovation-oriented nation (Government of People’s Republic of China, 2006). Currently, Chinese SMEs are encouraged by the government to make transition from labour-intensive manufacturing to more mature technology-intensive industries (Xie and White, 2006). Subsequently, a large number of Chinese companies have improved their technology diffusion and knowledge transfer through recruiting foreign talented technologists, establishing strategic alliances with overseas firms, and purchasing technical patent licensing from abroad.

As Japanese and South Korean firms’ product innovation emerged after the WWII, as such several innovative determinants such as education, financial resources, technology, collaborations with foreigners were at a very low level (Kim, 1997; Herbig and Jacobs, 1997). In contrast, the economy of China is growing at the rate of around 8-9 percent annually in the past three decades (WTO, 2011). Hence, based on such a strong economic and political environment, Chinese SMEs may have their own product innovation trajectory compared to their neighbours such as Japan and South Korea (Dobson and Safarian, 2008).

Comparing with the initial product innovation development stage of Japan and South Korea, Chinese SMEs have more resources that can be utilized in product innovation such as high qualified personnel, sufficient raw materials, and good collaborative relationships with foreign organisations (Xie and White, 2006). Kim (2001) stated that most of South Korean firms can only obtain the science from abroad during the stage of duplicative imitation. In contrast, Chinese SMEs are able to access the latest scientific technologies from thousands of universities and research organisations (Zeng et al., 2010). As a result, Chinese SMEs at the initial product innovation development stage are more likely to obtain new knowledge for the use of their product innovation. According to the survey conducted by Dobson and Safarian (2008), they indicated that the majority of Chinese privately-owned manufacturing SMEs were still at the stage of imitation. However, Chinese SMEs conduct “imitation” program more than just simple “Duplicative imitation” or “obedience”. This idea was supported by Dobson and Safarian (2008), who argued that Chinese SMEs implementing imitation strategy that aim to reduce high product innovation risks, as well as accumulate enough knowledge and funds in order to carry out product innovation more efficiency in the future. Thus, the initial product innovation development stage for Chinese SMEs can be named as a Chinese word “引” (Yin). The term “Yin” in Chinese refers to the meaning of introducing and importing others’ knowledge or experience to achieve a better result. Likewise, the next product innovation development stage can be described as another Chinese word “调” (Tiao), which means a way to adjust and improve the existing products. From the viewpoint of Chinese SMEs, this step is seen as a transition stage between imitation and innovation. According to Xie and White (2006), before launching new products, Chinese firms usually like to test the market reaction by adding a number of new features on the existing products. Hence, Chinese SMEs at the stage of Tiao is closer to innovating new products than the stages of “creative imitation” and “breakdown” in South Korea and Japan respectively. With respect to the innovation
stage, it is defined as “創 (Chuang)” in Chinese word, which denotes the meaning of create new products for more profit. In short, Chinese SMEs can have the advantage of being the late comer, so they can have a shorter period of the first three stages and get into the creation stage much quicker than the Japanese and Korean paths. They tend to achieve Yin and Tiao together and make innovative features at a much quicker pace. However, many researchers pointed out only a small number of Chinese SMEs can develop new products.

Figure 3: Chinese SMEs’ product innovation development stages: Adoption-Adjustment-Alteration

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

After examining and comparing the 3-stage product innovation stages in Japan, South Korea and China, a short semi-structured was conducted to further explore the validity and feasibility of the Chinese model in practice. Ten SMEs were selected from Zhejiang province of China. The interview reveals that Chinese SMEs from different industries and technology levels have different opinions on their new product development.

From the viewpoint of low-tech manufacturing SMEs, the owners interpreted the reasons for not carrying out the plan of product innovation because: (1) they do not have sufficient production capacity as it has been fully used by the OEM purchasers, (2) process innovation seems more appropriate for their development and (3) they would not like to waste resources on product innovation because there is no demand for new product in the particular marketplace. Three Chinese SMEs owners from Textile industry, Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing industry and Furniture Manufacturing industry said:

“For example, over the past three years, with the recovery from the global financial crisis, more and more foreign OEM purchasers have placed orders to us so that our production capacity has been fully used by them and we do not have any spare resources to develop our new products.”

“We believe new product development is essential for us in the future. However, based on the current environment, our primary objectives is to improve the product quality and save cost. In order to survive in the competitive market, exploring new customer may be more difficult than reduce production cost.”

“We do not think new product can contribute to the sales growth and profit growth, so we just produce generic products.”

On the other hand, SMEs owners from high-tech manufacturing industries have different perspectives on product innovation. They mainly indicate the problems which are not covered in the questionnaire measurement items. In contrast to low-tech industries, most of Chinese high-tech manufacturing SMEs have emerged new product innovation more or less. Further, high-tech manufacturing SMEs more favour to build collaborative relationships with research institutions. Nevertheless, they also revealed that usually the targets of research institutions are not consistent with the market trend. Likewise, they pointed out that the cooperation with government agencies had become less important than cooperate with their customers. Two SMEs entrepreneurs from Electronics industry and Medical Devices Manufacturing industry said:

“Since we signed the contract with universities, the features they designed cannot be applied into our products at all. In fact, our initial objective is to hope they can provide us with new technology support, but their target is to make contributions to academic circles, is not matching our needs. Research institutions spend too much time on new product development, as a result, we have missed a considerable commercial opportunities.”

“The role of government tends to be less important than the beginning of Chinese Economic Reforms. At the beginning, relevant government agencies came over our plant and told us how to improve existing products and to design new product. However, China now is transforming to be a socialist market economy and all of the Chinese privately-owned enterprises can only rely on themselves to develop new product. Instead, we increased the frequencies to communicate with customers, because their valuable feedback about product innovation is significant.”
The ten interviewees were also asked the questions about the way to carry out product innovation. In general, the formal sequences of new product development in most Chinese manufacturing SMEs were identified: 1. Existing product gap search, 2. Idea generation, 3. Market survey and analysis, 4. Sample development, 5. Sample test in small range, 6. Market reaction analysis, 7. Sample modification, and 8. Mass production.

“Before product innovation activities are conducted, we first analyze the future market trend and search the product gap. We attempt to tap into the gap among the existing product and analyze the commercial value in the future. Then, we will generate ideas how to design the new product, pre-determining the initial features about the new product. A market survey will be subsequently undertaken to realize the expectation from market place. During this process, we ask the questions about the number of manufacturers in this field and the source of the raw material. We will analyze the results from the survey and determine whether we should implement the product innovation plan or not. If this plan is feasible, we will make a small number of samples to test the market reaction. Meanwhile, we will change some features according to the feedback from consumers. Until everything is perfect, we will launch the new products in large scale.”

5. CONCLUSION

Our study shows that most scholars simply define the product innovation development stages in China as the transition from imitation to innovation. However, Chinese SMEs are suffering from many constraints such as limited technological capabilities, insufficient fund and lack of high qualified workers, which may slow down their progress of product innovation development. Consequently, most innovative SMEs are staying at the transition stage between imitation and innovation by improving a number of features on the existing products. In order to have a better understanding of Chinese SMEs’ product innovation development stages, this research compared the literature findings of Japan and South Korea product innovation stages. As a result, a unique three product innovation development stages (Yin-Tiao-Chuang) was proposed to explicitly demonstrate the Chinese SMEs’ product innovation development. Further, the stage Yin refers to the initial product innovation development stages for privately-owned manufacturing Chinese SMEs i.e. mainly on applying existing knowledge and technology to produce product. It is similar to the imitation stage (of Japan and South Korea), except that the Chinese SMEs have to rely on local knowledge and technologies given the lack of resources or support (Japan and South Korea received a lot of support i.e. technology, access to market etc. under the American administration after the war). Tiao refers to the second product innovation development stage i.e. to adapt the new knowledge and skills gained to improvise new innovation. This is slightly different from creative imitation stage (as in South Korea) because Chinese SMEs have the advantage of vast local market. Thus, SMEs develop new products based on existing skills and technologies (learned in the Yin stage) to meet local demands. This is different from the Japan/South Korea where SMEs at this stage will make slight modification of existing products to offer cheaper alternatives to consumers. The final Chuan refers to the stage of innovating new products. Many Chinese SMEs have achieved this stage and most of them are now becoming multinational firms. For example, Huawei, Haier are examples of SMEs once in the Chuan stage and make use of the vast knowledge gained from making local products to introduce ‘universal’ products that could be sold in international markets. In addition, this research finds many SMEs are at the transition stages i.e. between “Yin” to “Tiao” or the stage between “Tiao” to “Chuang”.

5.1 Contribution to knowledge and managerial implications

This research contributes to the existing body of literature in SMEs and innovation. For SMEs literature, this research identified an interesting unique three product innovation development stages for the Chinese SMEs. As the research focusing on the Chinese SMEs, the findings are not generalisable to SMEs all over the world. However, the three unique stages should be applicable for Far East SMEs manufacturing firms such as those in Taiwan. The findings also provide further evident showing the impact of absorptive capacity and network on innovation performance especially on different innovation development stages.
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